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Written and designed to help all types of learners become expert problem solvers. All general

chemistry students face similar challenges, but they use their textbook differently to meet those

challenges. Some read chapters from beginning to end, some consult the book as a reference, and

some look to the book for problem-solving help. Chemistry, Fourth Edition supports all kind of

learners, regardless of how they use the book, by helping them connect chemistry to their world,

see that world from a molecular point of view, and become expert problem solvers.
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chemical biology. His research interests are in chemical and science education. He teaches general
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KÃ¢â‚¬â€œ12 teachers. He has won NortheasternÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Excellence in Teaching Award and

Outstanding Teacher of First-Year Engineering Students Award. He is a fellow of the American

Chemical Society and in 2012 was elected to the ACS Board of Directors.Rein V. Kirss received

both a BS in chemistry and a BA in history as well as an MA in chemistry from SUNY Buffalo. He

received his PhD in inorganic chemistry from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, where the seeds

for this textbook were undoubtedly planted. After two years of postdoctoral study at the University of



Rochester, he spent a year at Advanced Technology Materials, Inc., before returning to academics

at Northeastern University in 1989. He is an associate professor of chemistry with an active

research interest in organometallic chemistry.Natalie Foster is emeritus professor of chemistry at
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Matthews Distinguished University Professor at Northeastern. His research group has explored

experimental and theoretical redox chemistry, alternative fuels, transmetalation reactions, tunable

metal-zeolite catalysts and, most recently, the chemistry of humic substances, the essential brown

animal and plant metabolites in sediments, soils, and water. He edits a column on experiential and

study-abroad education in the Journal of Chemical Education and a book series on humic

substances. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry and was awarded Northeastern's

Excellence in Teaching Award in 1981, 1993, and 1999 and its first Lifetime Achievement in

Teaching Award in 2004.

I found this book to be really, really unclear. I referenced another Chemistry book for

learning-purposes and used this strictly for assigned homework problems. And there seems to be a

tie in to environmental/conservation issues in most chapters. While I could appreciate that as

supplemental learning, it got old pretty fast when it's inextricably tied into the central learning

concepts. I care less about the ozone layer than I do about passing my classes.

Missing the first four chapters, It doesn't even look like the pages were ripped out. Manufacturing

error? or they did a good job at removing the first 195 pages.

Awesome because it included the smartwork code! Only complaint is that the textbook came a little

beat up, no biggie.



It's good at teaching the basics but the answer key in the back of the textboom has numerous errors

for the end of the chapter questions. Just be mindful of that

Very good book. Really helped me understand the lessons outside of lecture. Good book of

reference for visual learners like myself

Great book, great rental responce and delivery time. This is my second time renting it with

absolutely no problems what so ever

Used this more to learn than my teacher, very helpful

The book itself had a half ripped cover and since I use it a lot it ripped all the way and I had to tape

it.
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